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DESCRIPTION

Title of Invention

METHODS FOR INTER-SYSTEM CARRIER AGGREGATION IN ADVANCED

WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Technical Field

[0001]

The present invention relates to control signalling in advanced wireless communication

networks.

[0002]

<Abbreviations>

The following abbreviations are used herein:

3GPP third generation partnership project

ACK Acknowledgement

CA carrier aggregation

DAI Downlink Assignment Index

DCI Downlink Control Information

DL Downlink

elMTA Enhanced interference management and traffic adaptation

eNB Evolved Node B

FDD frequency division duplex

H-ARQ or HARQ hybrid automatic repeat request

H-ARQ ACK hybrid automatic repeat request acknowledgment

LTE long term evolution

NACK negative acknowledgement

(E)PDCCH (enhanced) physical downlink control channel

PCell primary component carrier

PDCCH physical downlink control channel

PDSCH physical downlink shared channel

PUCCH physical uplink control channel

PUSCH physical uplink shared channel

RRC radio resource control



Rel. Release (e.g. LTE Rel. 11 means LTE Release 11)

SCell secondary component carrier

TDD time division duplex

TB transport block

TPC transmit power control

UE user equipment

UL uplink

UL-SCH uplink shared channel

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

Background Art

[0003]

3GPP Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) supports both FDD (full

duplex) and TDD (half duplex) duplex modes. The behaviour of terminals simultaneously

connected using different duplex modes has, however, not been specified. For network

operators with both FDD and TDD spectrum, mechanisms that enable simultaneous use of both

FDD and TDD spectrum resources, and thus allow both spectrum resources to be well

(preferably fully) utilized, are desirable. As such, efficient TDD and FDD spectrum usage, and

utilization of different technologies jointly, are expected to become more important for future

LTE deployments in order to accommodate increased throughput and capacity needs.

[0004]

The use of carrier aggregation (CA) offers a means for increasing peak data rates and

throughput by aggregating multiple carrier components, as was discovered during 3GPP Release

10 LTE development, and enhanced during 3GPP Rel. 11 LTE CA enhancement work. It is

expected that future LTE FDD-TDD CA deployment scenarios may allow either TDD or FDD

cells to be used as a PCell and therefore, support for generic LTE FDD-TDD CA is desirable.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005]

Several problems exist, however, in supporting generic LTE FDD-TDD CA. For

example, in prior art 3GPP LTE Rel. 10-11 CA systems, the PCell is always the serving cell with

the best channel quality. As such, no configuration exists to enable an SCell to utilise two TBs



and the PCell only one TB. Furthermore, no efficient Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest

(HARQ) timing for FDD-TDD CA operation exists.

[0006]

Certain systems of the prior art specify that when FDD is configured as the PCell and

TDD is configured as the SCell, PDSCH HARQ timing of the TDD SCell shall follow PDSCH

HARQ timing of FDD PCell. However, if Downlink (DL) HARQ timing of the TDD SCell

follows DL HARQ timing of the FDD PCell, it is unclear how to efficiently and reliably provide

HARQ-Acknowledgement (HARQ-ACK) messages from different serving cells. A problem

with HARQ-ACK in such case is that the UE and the eNB may not have a common

understanding of the mapping between PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH transmission and the related

HARQ-ACK. The problem is exaggerated when there are multiple TDD SCells having

different UL-DL configurations and a reconfiguration occurs.

[0007]

Furthermore when a SCell is configured with elMTA, the reconfiguration period could

be as short as 10ms. In such case, ambiguity between eNB and UE in terms of adopted TDD

configuration can happen frequently. In particular, when a UE fails to detect the elMTA

reconfiguration signalling, there could be more than One radio frames where the UE and the eNB

may have different understandings in terms of the PDSCH HARQ-ACK, which can in turn cause

unnecessary retransmission for some PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH data, or a lack of scheduling

retransmission for certain PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH data which is required by the UE.

[0008]

It will be clearly understood that, if a prior art publication is referred to herein, this

reference does not constitute an admission that the publication forms part of the common general

knowledge in the art in Australia or in any other country.

Solution to Problem

009]

The present invention is directed to control signalling in advanced wireless

communication networks, which may at least partially overcome at least one of the

abovementioned disadvantages or provide the consumer with a useful or commercial choice.

[0010]

With the foregoing in view, the present invention in one form, resides broadly in a

signalling method for use in an advanced wireless communication network that supports a first

duplex mode, a second duplex mode that is different to the first duplex mode, and carrier



aggregation of the first duplex mode and the second duplex mode, the method including:

configuring a user equipment for data communication with the advanced wireless

communication network through a first access node as a primary component carrier (PCell), on

the first duplex mode and with a transmission mode (TM) including one or more transport blocks

(TBs); and

configuring the user equipment for data communication with the advanced wireless

communication network through a second access node as a secondary component carrier (SCell),

on the second duplex mode and with a transmission mode (TM) having one or more transport

blocks (TBs);

wherein the TM associated with the second access node is configured independently of

the TM associated with the first access node.

[0011]

According to certain embodiments, the first duplex mode may be frequency division

duplex (FDD) and the second duplex mode may be time division duplex (TDD). Furthermore,

in some embodiments, the first access node is configured to operate at first paired carrier

frequencies and the access node is configured to operate at a second unpaired carrier frequency.

[0012]

According to some embodiments, the user equipment is configured for data

communication with the network through the second access node with a greater number of TBs

than the first access node. In particular, and according to certain embodiments, the user

equipment is configured for data communication with the network through the first access node

with one TB, and for data communication with the network through the second access node with

two TBs.

[0013]

According to certain embodiments, the method further includes generating an

acknowledgement message, the acknowledgement message including a plurality of

acknowledgement message identifiers, wherein each of the one or more TBs of the TM of the

first access node and each of the one or more TBs of the TM of the second access node is

associated with one of the acknowledgement message identifiers. For example, the

acknowledgement message identifiers may be bits of the acknowledgement message. The bits

of the acknowledgement message can include a first subset of bits for PCell TBs and a second

subset of bits for SCell TBs.

[0014]

According to certain embodiments, the acknowledgement message identifiers may be



bits of a Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ)-acknowledgement(ACK) messag

bits of the HARQ-ACK message can be allocated according to the following table:

[0015]

According to certain embodiments, the first access node is a macro base station having a

macro coverage area, and the second access node is a small base station having a small coverage

area within the macro coverage area, and wherein the UE is located in the small coverage area

when configured for data communication through the first access node and the second access

node. In particular, the first access node can be configured to provide macro coverage; broadcast

of system information; handling of mobility management; and control plane connectivity, and the

second access node can be configured to provide small cell coverage and user plane connectivity

for user data transmission and reception.

[0016]

According to certain embodiments, the second access node is configured to flexibly

allocate resources to the UE according to a presence of other UEs in a coverage area of the

second access node.

[0017]

In another form, the invention resides broadly in a signalling method for use in an

advanced wireless communication network that supports a first duplex mode, a second duplex

mode that is different to the first duplex mode, and carrier aggregation of the first duplex mode

and the second duplex mode, the method including:

configuring a user equipment for data communication with the network through a first

access node as a primary component carrier (PCell), on the first duplex mode and with a

transmission mode (TM) including one or more transport blocks (TBs);

configuring the user equipment for data communication with the network through a

second access node as a secondary component carrier (SCell), on the second duplex mode and

with a transport mode (TM) including one or more transport blocks (TBs); and

allocating acknowledgement message identifiers to the one or more TBs independent of

a transmission direction of any components of the one or more TBs.



[0018]

According to certain embodiments, the transmission direction includes one of an uplink

(UL) transmission direction and a downlink (DL) transmission direction.

[0019]

According to other embodiments, the first duplex mode may be frequency division

duplex (FDD) and the second duplex mode may be time division duplex (TDD). The first

access node can be configured to operate at a first carrier frequency and the access node can be

configured to operate at a second carrier frequency.

[0020]

According to certain embodiments, the acknowledgement message identifiers may be

bits of an acknowledgement message. The acknowledgement message identifiers can be bits of

a Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ)-acknowledgement(ACK) message. Furthermore,

the HARQ-ACK message can be multiplexed with data and transmitted on a PUSCH.

[0021]

According to certain embodiments, the acknowledgement message identifiers are fed

back according to one of: PUCCH format la/lb, PUCCH format l b with channel selection; and

PUCCH format 3.

[0022]

According to an embodiment, the method further includes:

determining that the user equipment is able to support carrier aggregation of no more

than two (2) serving cells; and

feeding back the acknowledgement message identifiers according to 3GPP LTE PUCCH

format la/lb,.

[0023]

According to another embodiment, the method further includes:

determining, for a subframe, that no downlink transmission

(PDCCH/EPDCCH/PDSCH) occurs on the second access node for the 'subframe ; and

feeding back the acknowledgement message identifiers for the subframe according to

3GPP LTE PUCCH format la/lb.

[0024]

According to yet another embodiment, the method further includes:

receiving a TPC field data in a DCI format of a PDCCH/EPDCCH on the secondary

access node; and

allocating, according to the TPC field data, the acknowledgement message identifiers



according to PUCCH format 3 for transmission on PUCCH resource.

[0025]

A predefined value is associated with acknowledgement message identifiers of uplink

(UL) subframes. The predefined value can be NACK.

[0026]

Certain embodiments of the present invention provide a new mapping of transport block

and serving cell to HARQ-ACK j) for PUCCH format l b HARQ-ACK channel selection which

supports one transport block on PCell and two transport blocks on SCell.

[0027]

Furthermore, certain embodiments provide a robust HARQ-ACK concatenation method

for FDD-TDD CA system, which alleviates the impact caused by ambiguity in terms of the

transmission direction on a subframe.

[0028]

Certain embodiments provide a fall-back method for an FDD-TDD CA system with a

FDD PCell and a single SCell configured with TDD.

[0029]

Finally, certain embodiments of the present invention provide a method of generating

HARQ-ACK identifiers with value of DTX or NACK/DTX for UL subframes, which enables a

common understanding between the UE and the eNB (base station) in terms of the relationship

between the PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH and the HARQ-ACK.

[0030]

Any of the features described herein can be combined in any combination with any one

or more of the other features described herein within the scope of the invention.

[0031]

The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not be taken as an

acknowledgement or any form of suggestion that the prior art forms part of the common general

knowledge.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0032]

According to the present invention, it is possible to at least partially overcome at least

one of the abovementioned disadvantages or provide the consumer with a useful or commercial

choice.



Brief Description of Drawings

[0033]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 illustrates an advanced wireless communication system, according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 2A]

Fig. 2A illustrates a simplified block diagram of a part of an advanced wireless

communication system, according to another embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 2B]

Fig. 2B illustrates a simplified block diagram of the remaining part of the advanced

wireless communication system, according to the another embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig- 3]

Fig. 3 illustrates HARQ-ACK bit concatenation for an FDD-TDD CA system, according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

Description of Embodiments

..[0034]

Preferred features, embodiments and variations of the invention may be discerned from

the following Detailed Description which provides sufficient information for those skilled in the

art to perform the invention. The Detailed Description is not to be regarded as limiting the

scope of the preceding Summary of the Invention in any way. The Detailed Description will

make reference to a number of accompanying drawings.

[0035]

Fig. 1 illustrates an advanced wireless communication system 100, according to an

embodiment of the present invention. The advanced wireless communication system 100

enables efficient FDD and TDD carrier aggregation.

The advanced wireless communication system 100 includes a plurality of FDD macro

access nodes 101, representing macro base stations that can be configured to transmit and receive

FDD signals on paired DL and UL carrier frequencies, and a plurality of FDD small cell access

nodes 102, representing pico base stations that can be configured to transmit and receive FDD

signals on paired DL and UL carrier frequencies. The advanced wireless communication

system 100 further includes a plurality of TDD small cell access nodes 103 representing pico

base stations that can be configured to transmit and receive DL and UL TDD signals on a single



unpaired carrier frequency, and a plurality of advanced user equipments (UEs) 104, 105 and 106

that are capable of performing FDD signal transmission and reception, TDD signal transmission

and reception, and FDD-TDD signal transmission and reception in the form of FDD-TDD

Carrier Aggregation.

[0037]

The FDD macro access nodes 101 serve macro-cells over a first paired carrier frequency

Fl, each macro-cell providing large coverage. The FDD small cell access nodes 102 serve

small-cells over a second paired carrier frequency F2 and the TDD small cell access nodes 103

serve small-cells over a third unpaired carrier frequency F3.

[0038]

The first carrier frequency Fl and the second carrier frequency F2 can be a same or

different carrier frequency. Furthermore, a UL carrier frequency component of the first carrier

frequency Fl, and the third carrier frequency F3 can be a same or different carrier frequency.

[0039]

The FDD macro access node 101 interconnects with the FDD small cell access nodes

102 and the TDD small cell access nodes 103 by a backhaul (not shown). According to certain

embodiments of the present invention, the adyaneed wireless communication system 100 enables

FDD-TDD carrier aggregation where an FDD carrier is the PCell and TDD carrier(s) are the

SCell, as illustrated by a first deployment scenario 110.

[0040]

As such, the PCell may not be the serving cell with the best channel quality because a

UE 104, 105 and 106 may be far from the FDD macro cell access nodes 101 while being close to

a TDD small cell access node 103. In short, the PCell can be a serving cell that provides macro

coverage, broadcasts system information and provides control plane connectivity, where the

SCell(s) can be serving cells that provides small cell coverage and user plane connectivity for

user data transmission and reception.

0 41]

Such a configuration also enables handover on PCell level to be minimized as the UE

104, 105 and 106 moves from one TDD small cell access node 103 to another TDD small cell

access node 103. Compared to a FDD macro cell access node 101, a TDD small cell access

node 103 can provide better link quality as the close proximity of the UE 104, 105, 106 to the

TDD small cell access node 103 results in a low coupling loss.

[0042]

According the first deployment scenario 110, the UE 104 initially detects and camps on



a FDD macro cell access node 101. The UE 104 establishes RRC connection with the

advanced mobile network through the FDD macro cell access node 101 on FDD carriers. Due

to mobility, the UE 104 then enters small cell coverage serviced by the TDD small cell access

node 103. Via dedicated RRC signalling through FDD macro cell access node 101, the UE 104

is configured to perform TDD small cell measurement and to add a second TDD carrier

component serviced by the TDD small cell access node 103 as assisted aggregated carrier for

additional data reception and transmission. The second TDD carrier component is added in

addition to a primary FDD carrier component as anchor component that is serviced by the FDD

macro cell access node 101.

[0043]

The primary carrier component (or PCell) serviced by the FDD macro cell access node

101 is LTE FDD where the secondary carrier component (SCell) serviced by the TDD small cell

access node 103 is LTE-TDD. There may be up to 5 SCells in the 1st deployment scenario 110.

At the UE position in scenario 110, the FDD macro cell access node 101 may configure the UE

104 to have a TM with one or two TBs on PCell and with one TB on SCell. At the UE position

in scenario 111, the FDD macro cell access node 101 may configure the UE 104 to have a TM

with one TB on the PCell and one or two TBs on the SCell.

[0044]

According to alternative embodiments, the advanced wireless communication system

100 enables FDD-TDD carrier aggregation where an FDD carrier is the PCell and a flexible

TDD carrier(s) is the SCell, as illustrated by a second deployment scenario 11 .

[0045]

According the second deployment scenario 112, the UE 105 detects and camps on FDD

macro cell base station 101. The UE 105 establishes an RRC connection with the advanced

mobile network through the FDD macro cell access node 101 on an FDD carrier. Via dedicated

RRC signalling through the FDD macro cell access node 101, the UE 105 is configured to

perform small cell measurement and to add a second TDD carrier component serviced "by the

TDD small cell access node 103 as assisted aggregated carrier for additional data reception and

transmission. The second TDD carrier component is in addition to a primary FDD carrier

component as anchor component carrier that is serviced by the macro cell access node 101 .

The primary carrier component serviced by the macro cell access node 101 is LTE FDD where

the secondary carrier component serviced by the TDD small cell access node 103 is flexible

LTE-TDD.

[0046]



The traffic within the TDD small cell access node 103 may change due to a new UE

entering the TDD small cell access node 103 or an existing UE departing from the TDD small

cell access node 103. As an illustrative example, and with reference to Fig. 1, the UE 106 can

handover from macro cell access node 101 to the TDD small cell access node 103 due to UE

mobility 122 and/or UE 106 can handover from TDD pico-cell 103 to FDD macro cell access

node 101 due to mobility 123. As the cell traffic change, the TDD small cell access node 103

may flexibly change cell UL-DL configuration to optimise user experienced throughput for each

active UE in its coverage. As discussed with reference to the first deployment scenario 110,

depending on a position of the UE 105, a resulting channel quality difference between PCell and

SCell lead to the SCell being configured with a TM with a higher number of TBs than of the

PCell.

[0047]

Figs. 2A and 2B illustrate a simplified block diagram of an advanced wireless

communication system 200, according to an embodiment of the present invention. The

advanced wireless communication system 200 includes an FDD advanced base station 210,

representing a FDD access node such as the FDD macro cell access node 101 of Fig. 1, and a

TDD advanced base station 230, representing a TDD access node such as the TDD small cell

access node 103 of Fig. 1. The advanced wireless communication system 200 further includes

a simplified block diagram of an advanced UE 250, representing UE capable of performing inter

system FDD-TDD CA, such as the UE 104 or 105 of Fig. .

[0048]

The advanced FDD base station 210 includes a processor 211, a memory 212 containing

program instructions and databases, a FDD radio frequency (RF) module 213 having transmitter

operating on DL carrier component and a receiver operating on UL carrier component, an

antenna array 214 for transmitting cellular radio frequency signal to UEs in the cell and receiving

radio frequency signal from UEs in the cell, and a TX module 215 for performing DL transport

channels and physical channels coding and signal processing as well as control signal and

reference signal processing. The advanced FDD base station 210 further includes a RX module

216 for performing UL channels reception, signal processing, and channel decoding. The RX

module further includes HARQ-ACK de-mapping module 225 for decoding and interpreting

received HARQ-ACK symbols on PUCCH, as discussed in further detail below.

[0049]

The advanced TDD base station 230 includes a processor 231, a memory 232 containing

program instructions and databases, a TDD radio frequency (RF) module 233 having transmitter



and receiver operating on the same carrier component, an antenna array 234 for transmitting and

receiving cellular radio frequency signal to UEs and from UEs in the cell, a TX module 235 for

performing DL transport channels and physical channels coding and signal processing as well as

control signal and reference signal processing, and an RX module 236 for performing UL

channels reception, signal processing, and channel decoding. The RX module further includes

HARQ-ACK de-mapping module 225 for decoding and interpreting received HARQ-ACK

symbols on PUSCH, as discussed further below.

[0050]

The advanced UE 250 includes a processor 251, a memory 252 containing program

instructions and databases, a FDD radio frequency (RF) module 253 having transmitter operating

on UL carrier component and a receiver operating on DL carrier component, antennas 254 for

transmitting cellular radio frequency signal to a servicing FDD base station and receiving radio

frequency signal from the servicing FDD base station, a TDD radio frequency (RF) module 255

having transmitter and receiver operating on the same carrier component, antennas 256 for

transmitting and receiving cellular radio frequency signal to and from the servicing TDD base

station, and a RX module 257 for performing DL transport channels and physical channels

reception, signal processing and decoding. The RX module 257 further includes a TX module

258 for performing UL channels encoding and transmissions, the TX module including a

HARQ-ACK mapping and concatenation module 265 for encoding transmitted HARQ-ACK

symbols, as discussed in further details below.

[0051]

A first aspect of the present invention relates to a method of feeding back HARQ-ACK

for a FDD-TDD CA system when FDD PCell is configured with a Transmission Mode (TM) that

supports one transport block or two transport block while SCell is independently configured with

TM that supports one transport block or two transport blocks.

[0052]

As discussed above, in LTE Rcl. 10-11 CA system, PCell is always the serving cell with

best channel quality, and thus the PCell is always configured with a TM support the same or a

higher number of TBs than the SCell, e.g. 2 TBs on SCell and 1 TB on PCell. Thus, legacy

LTE Rel'10 and 11 CA consists of 3 configurations, A=2, A=3 and A=4, as shown in table l a

below.



[0053]

Table la:

[0054]

With reference to Table la, for the case A=3, there are two HARQ-ACK bits for two

TBs on PCell and one HARQ-ACK bit for one TB one SCell. Accordingly, no HARQ-ACK

configuration exists for a PCell having one TB and an SCell having two TBs.

[0055]

However, as the PCell can be deployed as a macro cell providing macro coverage,

broadcasting system information, performing mobility management and providing control plane

connectivity, as discussed above, it is desirable to enable the Scell to have more TBs than the

Pcell. As such, a new HARQ mapping table is provided in table lb, including an entry A=3*

thus providing 4 possible configurations, as shown below.

[0056]

Table lb:

[0057]

For the transmission of format l b HARQ-ACK channel selection, Table 2 illustrates

transmission of format l b HARQ-ACK channel selection for A=2, Table 3 illustrates

transmission of format l b HARQ-ACK channel selection for A=3, and Table 4 illustrates

transmission of format l b HARQ-ACK channel selection for A=4.



[0058]

Table 2 :

[0059]

Table 3 :

HARQ-ACK(O) HARQ-ACK(1) HARQ-ACK(2) 6(0)6(1)
"PUCCH

ACK ACK ACK "PUCCH,1 1.1

ACK NACK/DTX ACK "PUCCH.l 1,0

NACK/DTX ACK ACK "PUCCH.l 0,1

NACK/DTX NACK/DTX ACK "PUCCH,2 1,1

ACK ACK NACK/DTX -0)
"PUCCH,0 1,1

ACK NACK/DTX NACK/DTX "PUCCH.O 1,0

NACK/DTX ACK NACK/DTX )
"PUCCH.O 0,1

NACK/DTX NACK/DTX NACK "PUCCH,2 0,0

NACK NACK/DTX DTX "PUCCH.O 0,0

NACK/DTX NACK DTX "PUCCH,0 0,0

DTX DTX DTX No Transmission



[0060]

Table 4 :

[0061]

The PUCCH resource is specified as follows if PDCCH/EPDCCH i s used:

[0062]

ForA=3, pu CCH< o = n ccE + ^PUCCH "PUCCH, = n ccE + Pucc + 1 d «PUCCH,2 S

determined by TPC field in DCI format of the corresponding PDCCH/EPDCCH and higher layer

configuration. ForA=3*, P UCCH,O = n ccs + N PUCCH BUT BOTH "PUCCH,2 «PUCCH,2

determined by TPC field in DCI format of the corresponding PDCCH/EPDCCH and higher layer

configuration.



[0063]

When PDCCH/EPDCCH is used, the index of PUCCH can be determined accordingly

based on 3GPP LTE Rel.l 1 specification. For convenience, in the following paragraphs,

PDCCH is assumed in some examples, although the use of EPDCCH in FDD-TDD CA system is

not precluded.

[0064]

A second aspect of the invention includes a method for concatenating PDSCH

HARQ-ACK bits in FDD-TDD CA system when the PCell is an FDD serving cell.

[0065]

For UEs supporting carrier aggregation of at most 2 serving cells including an FDD

PCell and a TDD SCell, PUCCH format lb, defined in 3GPP LTE, is used with channel selection

for transmission of HARQ-ACK when configured with more than one serving cell, as discussed

in further detail below.

[0066]

For UEs supporting aggregation of more than 2 serving cells including an FDD PCell

and at least one TDD SCell, the UE is configured by higher layers to use either PUCCH format

l b with channel selection or PUCCH format 3, also defined in 3GPP LTE, for transmission of

HARQ-ACK when configured with more than one serving cell with FDD PCell and at least one

TDD SCell, as discussed in further detail below.

[0067]

Finally, when FDD is configured as PCell and at least one SCell is TDD serving cell, the

procedures of HARQ-ACK feedback on PUCCH for more than one configured serving cell are

either based on PUCCH format la/lb, PUCCH format l b with channel selection, or PUCCH

format 3, as discussed in further detail below.

[0068]

PUCCHformat l b with channel selection HARQ procedure

[0069]

For FDD-TDD CA systems with an FDD PCell and only one TDD SCell, PUCCH

format l b with channel selection can be used to feedback HARQ-ACK. In the following

paragraphs, if not stated otherwise, the FDD PCell is assumed to be configured with a TM that

supports up to two TBs and the TDD SCell is configured with a TM that supports only one TB.

[0070]

As mentioned above, a UE may fail to detect a reconfiguration message/signalling, and

as a result the UE and eNB may have different understandings of a transmission direction of a



certain subframe, even when a fall back mechanism is used. With specific reference to Fig. 3,

the UE may fail to decode the reconfiguration signalling for persistent windows#n+l in TDD

SCell-1 and thus incorrectly apply TDD configuration^ in frame#n+l . In order to alleviate or

at least ameliorate this problem, two methods of concatenating HARQ-ACK bits from an FDD

PCell and a TDD SCell are provided.

Optionl: HARQ-ACK is generatedfor UL and DL subframe on TDD serving cell

[0071]

The number of bits used for HARQ-ACK signalling is determined based on a number of

serving cells and a transmission mode of each of the serving cells. When a subframe in a TDD

serving cell is considered by the UE to be a UL subframe, the corresponding HARQ-ACK bit(s)

are assigned as DTX or NACK/DTX. Transmission of the HARQ-ACK signalling is then

performed using PUCCH format l b with channel selection for A=2, A=3 or A=4 according to

Table 2, Table 3 or Table 4, respectively.

[0072]

The mapping of transport block and serving cell to HARQ-ACK (j) for PUCCH format

l .with channel selection is specified in Table 1, above.

[0073]

For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (300.1), HARQ-ACK (0) and HARQ-ACK (1) are

associated with DL subframe #9 (302) on the FDD serving cell, and HARQ-ACK (2) is

associated with DL subframe #9 (309) on the TDD serving cell. If there is no

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH detected in the corresponding DL subframe, HARQ-ACK (j) will be

assigned with the value of DTX or NACK/DTX. According to Table 3, one QPSK symbol "11"

is transmitted on 4UCCH,O when HARQ-ACK (0), HARQ-ACK (1), HARQ-ACK (2) are ACK,

ACK and NACK/DTX, respectively. At the receiver side, the eNB will try to detect QPSK

signal on each PUCCH resource and detect "11" on 4UCCH,O
> accordingly can determine,

based on Table 3, that the TBs on the FDD PCell were correctly received by the UE, while the

one TB on TDD SCell-1 was not correctly decoded by the UE.

[0074]

As further illustrated in Fig. 3, HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are later associated

with DL subframe #2 (303) on the FDD serving cell, and HARQ-ACK(2) is associated with

subframe #2 (310) in the TDD serving cell. Since subframe #2 (310) in the TDD serving cell is

considered as a UL subframe by the UE, HARQ-ACK(2) is assigned with DTX or NACK/DTX.



According to Table 3, one QPSK symbol "11" is transmitted on UCCH,O e n HARQ-ACK(O),

HARQ-ACK( 1), HARQ-ACK(2) are ACK, ACK and NACK/DTX, respectively. At the

receiving side, the eNB will try to detect the corresponding QPSK signal on each PUCCH

resource and will detect "11" on u CCH>0 · Based on Table 3 the eNB is able to interpret that

the two TBs transmitted on FDD PCell were correctly received by UE. Furthermore, since the

eNB knows that there was no DL transmission given in subframe#2 (310) of the TDD Scell-1,

the HARQ-ACK bit with value of "NACK/DTX" can be ignored.

[0075]

As yet further illustrated in Fig. 3, HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are later again

associated with DL subframe#3 (305) on FDD serving cell and HARQ-ACK(2) is associated

with subframe#3 (3 11) in TDD serving cell. If the UE misses the new system information (i.e.

UL-DL configuration change from # 1 to #5) in persistent windows-n+1, for example because a

fast reconfiguration signalled was not detected by UE if TDD SCell is configured with elMTA,

the eNB and the UE will have a different understanding in terms of the transmission direction on

subframe#3 (311), subframe#7 (3 12) and subframe#8 (317).

[0076]

Consequently, subframe#3 (311) in the TDD serving cell is considered as an UL

subframe by the UE and HARQ-ACK (2) is assigned with DTX or NACK/DTX. According to

Table 3, one QPSK symbol "11" is transmitted on 4UCCH,O when HARQ-ACK(O),

HARQ-ACK(l), HARQ-ACK(2) are ACK, ACK and NACK/DTX, respectively. If the eNB

has scheduled a DL transmission on subframe#3 (3 11) on TDD serving cell, by receiving

HARQ-ACK(2) = NACK/DTX from the UE, the eNB can determine that the UE has missed or

failed to decode the PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH transmission in the subframe, and a

retransmission can be scheduled in a later DL subframe, or dropped if a retransmission time

reaches a maximum threshold.

{0077]

Similarly, when both the FDD PCell and the TDD SCell are configured with TM which

supports up to two transport blocks, Table 4 is adopted for HARQ-ACK feedback.

Option2: Fall back method

[0078]

If the UE detects a DL transmission on an FDD PCell only, then a fall-back method, i.e.

PUCCH format 1a/1 b, can be used to feedback HARQ-ACK for the FDD PCell. This may



occur for example either because subframes in TDD SCells are used as UL subframes, or no

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH is detected on a DL subframe of the TDD SCell.

[0079]

As specified in 3GPP LTE Rel.8-11, whether PUCCH format la/lb should be used

depends on the number of HARQ-ACK bits required. If one subframe on the TDD serving cell is

determined to be a UL subframe, then no HARQ-ACK bit shall be generated for it. As such,

the HARQ-ACK for the FDD PCell can be fed back by using PUCCH format la/lb as if the UE

had been configured with only one FDD serving cell.

[0080]

The eNB and the UE may then have different understanding in terms of the feedback

scheme adopted, but the eNB and UE will have a common interpretation of the HARQ-ACK bit

for PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH transmission on the FDD PCell.

[0081]

For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (300.1), HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are

associated with DL subframe #9 (302) on the FDD serving cell. Ifthere is no

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH detected in DL subframe#9 (309) on TDD SCell- 1, HARQ-ACK(2)

will not be generated and PUCCH format l b ca be used by the UE as a fall back method.

[0082]

At the UE side, PUCCH format l b is adopted for HARQ-ACK feedback, and one

QPSK symbol "11" is transmitted on p CCHfi = n
CCE

+ N pUCCH . If PUCCH transmission

diversity is configured, then one QPSK symbol "11" is also transmitted on

n p<uccH l ~ "CCE + puccH + 1 of another antenna port.

[0083]

At the eNB side, PUCCH format l b with channel selection is assumed as being used by

the UE. One QPSK symbol "11" is thus detected on ¾ CT 0
= "CCE + ^PUCCH according to

Table 3, the eNB can determine that HARQ-ACK (0), HARQ-ACK (1), HARQ-ACK (2) are

ACK, ACK, and NACK/DTX, respectively. Accordingly, the eNB can determine that the two

transport blocks transmitted on subframe #2 (303) on the FDD PCell were correctly received by

the UE, while the transport block on TDD SCell-1 was missed or not successfully decoded by

the UE.

[0084]

If PUCCH transmission diversity is configured, the eNB may detect QPSK symbols on

other PUCCH channels. In particular, one QPSK symbol "11" can also be detected on



cc ,\
= "CCE + ccff + 1, and according to Table 3, the eNB can decode HARQ-ACK(O),

HARQ-ACK( 1), HARQ-ACK(2) to ACK, ACK, and ACK, respectively. Although the eNB

may find different HARQ-ACK combinations on different PUCCH resources, the HARQ-ACK

for the FDD PCell is always the same. Since the value of HARQ-ACK (2) can be conflicting, the

eNB can determine that the transport block of TDD SCell-1 is missed.

[0085]

As further illustrated in Fig. 3, HARQ-ACK (0) and HARQ-ACK (1) are later

associated with DL subframe #2 (303) on the FDD PCell. Since subframe #2 (310) in the TDD

serving cell is considered as an UL subframe by the UE, no related HARQ-ACK will be

generated. Since subframe #2 (310) in the TDD serving cell is used as a fixed UL subframe,

the UE and the eNB should not have any ambiguity in terms of the transmission direction on this

subframe, and thus share the same view that PUCCH format lb is used as the HARQ-ACK

feedback scheme. Assuming two transport blocks on the FDD PCell are correctly decoded,

then QPSK symbol "11" is transmitted on «
0

= "CCE + ^PUCCH PUCCH transmission

diversity is configured one QPSK symbol "11" is also transmitted on

puccH l
= "CCE + PUCCH + another antenna port.

[0086]

At the eNB side, one QPSK symbol "11" is detected on n CCH 0 = nCCE + N jCCH , and

one QPSK symbol "11" is detected on ¾ = CCE + UCC + f PUCCH transmission

diversity is configured. Based on the detected QPSK symbol(s), the eNB can determine that

two transport blocks on the FDD PCell were correctly decoded at the UE side.

[0087]

As mentioned earlier, in case of a reconfiguration error, the eNB and the UE can have

different understandings in terms of the transmission direction of a subframe. For example, as

illustrated in Fig. 3, on subframe#3 (311), subframe#7 (312) and subframe#8 (317), the UE did

not correctly receive the new system information (i.e. TDD configuration#5) for persistent

windows-2. This can be because a fast reconfiguration signalling is not detected by the UE if

the TDD SCell is configured with elMTA.

[0088]

HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are associated with DL subframe#3 (305) on the

FDD serving cell. Since subframe#3 (3 11) in the TDD serving cell is considered as a UL

subframe by UE, no related HARQ-ACK will be generated. In such case, the UE uses PUCCH



format l b in feeding back the HARQ-ACK for DL transmission on the PCell and the eNB

interprets the HARQ-ACK feedback assuming PUCCH format l b with channel selection is used.

[0089]

At the UE side, PUCCH format l b is adopted for HARQ-ACK feedback, and one

QPSK symbol "11" is transmitted on ripUCCHfi = n
CCE

+ N p
l
UCCH

. If PUCCH transmission

diversity is configured, and then one QPSK symbol "11" is also transmitted on

p<uccH ,i = n cc + ucc + another antenna port.

[0090]

At the eNB side, PUCCH format l b with channel selection is assumed to be used by UE.

One QPSK symbol "11" is detected on nPUCCHfi = n
CCE

+ N p
UCCH

, and, according to Table 4, the

eNB determines that HARQ-ACK(O), HARQ-ACK(l), HARQ-ACK(2) are ACK, ACK, and

NACK/DTX, respectively. In another words, the eNB can determine that two transport block

on subframe #2 (305) of the FDD PCell were correctly received by the UE, while the transport

block on TDD SCell-1 was missed or not successfully decoded by the UE.

[0091]

If PUCCH transmission diversity is configured, the eNB may continue to detect QPSK

symbols on other PUCCH channels. For example, QPSK symbol "11" may also detected on

n puccH, = ccE + puccH + according to Table 4, the eNB can determine that HARQ-ACK

(0), HARQ-ACK(l), and HARQ-ACK(2) are ACK, ACK, and ACK, respectively. Although

the eNB may find different HARQ-ACK combinations on different PUCCH resources, the

HARQ-ACK for the FDD PCell is always the same. When the value of HARQ-ACK(2) is

conflicting, the eNB can determined that the transport block of the TDD SCell-1 is missed.

[0092]

From the above example, it is evident that the eNB is able to receiving and correctly

interpreting the HARQ-ACK bits for DL transmission on FDD PCell, even in the event of a

configuration error at the UE.

[0093]

PUCCH format 3 HARQ procedure

[0094]

For PDSCH transmission on an FDD PCell only, indicated, for example, by the

detection of a corresponding PDCCH/EPDCCH, a PDCCH/EPDCCH indicating downlink SPS

release on FDD PCell, or PDSCH transmission on the FDD PCell where there is not a



corresponding PDCCH/EPDCCH, PUCCH format la/lb is used to transmit the HARQ-ACK

message, although PUCCH format 3 is configured.

[0095]

If cross-carrier scheduling is configured and the subframe on the TDD SCell is

considered to be a UL subframe, the UE may or may not try to blind decode PDCCH/EPDCCH

of TDD SCell on PCell.

[0096]

For a PDSCH transmission on the secondary cell indicated by the detection of a

corresponding PDCCH/EPDCCH, the UE shall use PUCCH format 3 and PUCCH resource

mcc a s indicated by a TPC field in the DCI format of the corresponding PDCCH/EPDCCH.

[0097]

If PUCCH format 3 is used, i.e. the UE does not fall back to PUCCH format la/lb,

HARQ-ACK bit(s) shall be generated for the corresponding subframe on each serving cell,

regardless of whether UE treats the subframe as DL/Special subframe or UL subframe.

[0098]

As illustrated in Fig. 3 (300.2), assuming TDD SCell 2 is configured with TM which

supports two transport blocks, then HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are generated for DL

subframe #9(302) on FDD PCell, HARQ-ACK(2) is generated for DL subframe#9(309) on TDD

SCell-1 and HARQ-ACK(3) and HARQ-ACK(4) is generated for DL subframe#9 (313) on TDD

SCell-2. At the eNB side, as the eNB knows the TM of each serving cell and thus the

HARQ-ACK for each DL PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH, transmission can be decoded without

ambiguity.

[0099]

As further illustrated in Fig. 3, a DL subframe is allocated on the PCell and UL

subframes on the SCells, since the UE considers subframe#2 (310) on TDD SCell- 1 and

subframe#2(3 14) on TDD SCell-2 as UL subframes. Accordingly, the UE only detects

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH transmission on DL subframe#3 (303) on the FDD PCell. Thus

PUCCH format l b is adopted for feeding back 2 HARQ-ACK bits for 2 TBs on the PCell. At

the eNB side, since a PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH were not sent on subframe#2 (310) of TDD

SCell-1 or subframe#2 (3 14) on TDD SCell-2, PUCCH format lb is expected, and HARQ-ACK

(0) and HARQ-ACK (1) can be decoded without ambiguity.

[0100]

Further illustrated in Fig. 3, the UE may miss detection of an UL-DL configuration



change, since the UE may miss UL-DL reconfiguration configuration signalling. As such, the

UE may consider subframe#3 (311) as a UL subframe, and the PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH sent

by the eNB will not be received by the UE on this DL subframe. If HARQ-ACK bit(s) are not

generated for a subframe which is considered by UE as UL subframe, the eNB may have a

problem in understanding the relationship between the HARQ-ACK and the corresponding

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH. For instance, if HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are

generated for FDD PCell and HARQ-ACK(2) and HARQ-ACK(3) are generated for TDD

SCell-2, the eNB may think that HARQ-ACK(2) is the HARQ-ACK feedback for DL

transmission on DL subframe#3(311) on TDD SCell-1 and HARQ-ACK(3) is for DL

transmission on DL subframe#3(3 15) on TDD SCell-2. As a result, DL transmission on DL

subframe#3(3 11) on TDD SCell-1 will not be retransmitted and DL transmission on DL

subframe#3(315) on TDD SCell-2 will be retransmitted since eNB is expecting two HARQ-ACK

bits when a TM supporting 2 TBs is configured.

[0101]

In order to resolve this ambiguity, the UE can generate HARQ-ACK bit(s) for UL

subframes. This can even be used for fixed UL subframes, such as subframe#2 in al DD

frames. In such case, the related HARQ-ACK(j) is assigned with "NACK". For instance,

HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are generated for DL subframe#3 (305) on FDD PCell,

HARQ-ACK(2) is generated for subframe#3 (3 11) on TDD SCell with the value of "NACK"

since the UE thinks it is used for UL transmission, and HARQ-ACK(3) and HARQ-ACK(4) are

generated for DL subframe#3 (3 15) on TDD SCell-2. At the eNB side, a 5 bits HARQ-ACK

message is expected based on the configured TM on each serving cell, and thus the eNB should

not have any problem in linking the received 5 bits HARQ-ACK with

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH transmission in each serving cell.

[0102]

When PUSCH and PUCCH simultaneous transmission is not configured, and there is a

UL transmission scheduled on a UL subframe with HARQ-ACK feedback, the HARQ-ACK bits

are multiplexed with data and transmitted on the PUSCH. The procedures of HARQ-ACK

feedback on PUSCH for more than one configured serving cell are detailed as follows:

[0103]

The number of HARQ-ACK bits is determined based on the number of configured

serving cells and the TMs configured in each serving cell. HARQ-ACK bit(s) are generated for

all subframes across the serving cells, no matter whether the subframe is used as DL subframe or

UL subframe on the TDD SCell(s). For fixed UL subframe such as subframe#2 on TDD



serving cell, HARQ-ACK also can be generated to provide a uniform method.

[0104]

As illustrated in Fig. 3 (300.2), assuming TDD SCell 2 is configured with TM which

supports two transport blocks, then HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are generated for DL

subframe#9 (302) on FDD PCell, and HARQ-ACK(2) is generated for DL subframe#9 (309) on

TDD SCell-1 and HARQ-ACK(3) and HARQ-ACK(4) is generated for DL subframe#9 (313) on

TDD SCell-2. Based on the number of HARQ-ACK bits and CQI offset between data and

HARQ-ACK, the number of symbols used for feeding back HARQ-ACK is determined and data

symbol on predefined REs are overwritten by HARQ-ACK symbol. At the eNB side, the

number of HARQ-ACK symbol is calculated by using the same method as at the UE side, and

the HARQ-ACK symbol on predefined REs are used for HARQ-ACK decoding while the

remaining data are used for UL data decoding. As a result, eNB and UE should have no

ambiguity in terms of the relationship between the HARQ-ACK bits and

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH transmission.

[0105]

It is important for the UE and the eNB to have a common understanding in terms of the

total number of HARQ-ACK bits provided from each serving cells. If ambiguity in the number

of bits would occur, the eNB may have a problem in decoding the HARQ-ACK feedback when

multiplexed with UL data.

[0106]

As yet further illustrated in Fig. 3 (300.2), HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) are

associated with DL subframe #2 (303) on the FDD serving cell. In such case, it is possible to

feedback only HARQ-ACK(O) and HARQ-ACK(l) since the UE and the eNB should have the

same understanding that subframe#2 is used as UL subframe. However, in order to provide a

uniform method, HARQ-ACK(2) can be generated for subframe#2 (310) in TDD serving cell-1

and HARQ-ACK(3) and HARQ-ACK(4) can be generated for subframe#2 (314) in TDD serving

cell-2. At the eNB side, since the eNB knows that the HARQ-ACK bit(s) are generated for all

subframes across each serving cell, 5 HARQ-ACK bits are expected. The eNB and the UE

have thus no ambiguity in terms of the relationship between the HARQ-ACK bits and

PDSCH/PDCCH/EPDCCH transmission.

[0107]

Again with reference to Fig. 3 (300.2), the UE and the eNB may have different

understandings in terms of the transmission direction on subframe#3 (3 11) on TDD SCell- . If

no HARQ-ACK is generated for subframe#3 (311), then only 4 HARQ-ACK bits are fed back on



UL subframe#7. As such, the UE will generate less HARQ-ACK bits than it should, namely 4

HARQ-ACK bits rather than 5 HARQ-ACK bits. As a result, the eNB may treat some data

symbols as HARQ-ACK symbols, which will cause problems in decoding the PDSCH

HARQ-ACK.

[0108]

However, if HARQ-ACK bits are generated even for subframes which are considered as

UL subframes, such as subframe#3(311) which is considered as an UL subframe by the UE, such

problems are avoided. For instance, HARQ-ACK (0) and HARQ-ACK (1) are in such case

associated with DL subframe#2 (305) on FDD serving cell, HARQ-ACK(2) is associated with

subframe#2 (3 11) in TDD SCell -1, and HARQ-ACK(3) and HARQ-ACK(4) are generated for

subframe#2 (3 15) in TDD SCell-2. The eNB is then able to decode the PDSCH HARQ-ACK

symbol.

[0109]

In the present specification and claims (if any), the word "comprising" and its

derivatives including "comprises" and "comprise" include each of the stated integers but does not

exclude the inclusion of one or more further integers.

[0110]

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment" or "an embodiment"

means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the present invention. Thus, the

appearance of the phrases "in one embodiment" or "in an embodiment" in various places

throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

Furthermore, the particular features, structures, or characteristics may be combined in any

suitable manner in one or more combinations.

[0111]

In compliance with the statute, the invention has been described in language more or

less specific to structural or methodical features t is to be understood that the invention is ot

limited to specific features shown or described since the means herein described comprises

preferred forms of putting the invention into effect. The invention is, therefore, claimed in any

of its forms or modifications within the proper scope of the appended claims (if any)

appropriately interpreted by those skilled in the art.

[0112]

The whole or part of the exemplary embodiments disclosed above can be described as,

but not limited to, the following supplementary notes.



[0113]

(Supplementary note 1)

A signalling method for use in an advanced wireless communication network that

supports a first duplex mode, a second duplex mode that is different to the first duplex mode, and

carrier aggregation of the first duplex mode and the second duplex mode, the method including:

configuring a user equipment (UE) for data communication with the advanced wireless

communication network through a first access node as a primary component carrier (PCell), on

the first duplex mode and with a first transmission mode (TM) including one or more transport

blocks (TBs); and

configuring the user equipment for data communication with the advanced wireless

communication network through a second access node as a secondary component carrier (SCell),

on the second duplex mode and with a second transmission mode (TM) including one or more

transport blocks (TBs),

wherein the second TM associated with the second access node is configured

independently of the first TM associated with the first access node.

[0114]

(Supplementary note 2)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, wherein the first duplex mode

comprises frequency division duplex (FDD) and the second duplex mode comprises time

division duplex (TDD).

[0115]

(Supplementary note 3)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, wherein the first access node is

configured to operate at a first carrier frequency and the second access node is configured to

operate at a second carrier frequency.

[0116]

(Supplementary note 4)

The signalling method of Supplementary note , wherein the user equipment is

configured for data communication with the advanced wireless communication network through

the second access node with the second TM having a greater number of TBs than of the first TM.

[0117]

(Supplementary note 5)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, wherein the user equipment is

configured for data communication with the advanced wireless communication network through



the first access node using one TB, and for data communication with the advanced wireless

communication network through the second access node using two TBs.

[0118]

(Supplementary note 6)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, further comprising generating an

acknowledgement message, the acknowledgement message comprising a plurality of

acknowledgement message identifiers, wherein each of the one or more TBs of the first TM of

the first access node and each of the one or more TBs of the second TM of the second access

node is associated with one of the acknowledgement message identifiers.

[0119]

(Supplementary note 7)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 6, wherein the acknowledgement message

identifiers comprise bits of the acknowledgement message.

[0120]

(Supplementary note 8)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 7, wherein the bits of the

acknowledgement message comprise a first subset of bits for PCell TBs and a second subset of

bits for SCell TBs.

[0121]

(Supplementary note 9)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, wherein the acknowledgement message

identifiers comprise bits of a Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest

(HARQ)-acknowledgement(ACK) message.

[0122]

(Supplementary note 10)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 9, wherein the bits = - ) of the

HARQ-ACK message are allocated according to the following table:

[0123]

(Supplementary note 11)



The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, wherein the first access node comprises

a macro base station having a macro coverage area, and the second access node comprises a

small base station having a small coverage area within the macro coverage area, and wherein the

UE is located in the small coverage area when configured for data communication through the

first access node and the second access node.

[0124]

(Supplementary note 12)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, wherein the first access node is

configured to provide macro coverage; broadcast of system information; handling of mobility

management; and control plane connectivity, and the second access node is configured to

provide small cell coverage and user plane connectivity for user data transmission and reception.

[0125]

(Supplementary note 13)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1, wherein the second access node is

configured to flexibly allocate resources to the UE according to a presence of other UEs in a

coverage area of the second access node.

[0126]

(Supplementary note 14)

A signalling method for use in an advanced wireless communication network that

supports a first duplex mode, a second duplex mode that is different to the first duplex mode, and

carrier aggregation of the first duplex mode and the second duplex mode, the method including:

configuring a user equipment for data communication with the network through a first

access node as a primary component carrier (PCell), on the first duplex mode and with a first

transport mode (TM) including one or more transport blocks (TBs);

configuring the user equipment for data communication with the network through a

second access node as a secondary component carrier (SCell), on the second duplex mode and

with a second transport mode (TM) including one or more transport blocks (TBs); and

allocating acknowledgement message identifiers to the one or more TBs independent of

a transmission direction of any components of the one or more TBs.

[0127]

(Supplementary note 15)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, wherein the transmission direction

comprises an uplink (UL) transmission direction and a downlink (DL) transmission direction.



(Supplementary note 16)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, wherein the first duplex mode

comprises frequency division duplex (FDD) and the second duplex mode comprises time

division duplex (TDD).

[0129]

(Supplementary note 17)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, wherein the first access node is

configured to operate at a first carrier frequency and the access node is configured to operate at a

second carrier frequency.

[0130]

(Supplementary note 18)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, wherein the acknowledgement

message identifiers comprise bits of an acknowledgement message.

[0131]

(Supplementary note 19)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, wherein the acknowledgement

message identifiers comprise bits of a Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest

(HARQ)-acknowledgement(ACK) message.

[0132]

(Supplementary note 20)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 19, wherein the HARQ-ACK message is

multiplexed with data and transmitted on a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH).

[0133]

(Supplementary note 21)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 1 , wherein the acknowledgement

message identifiers are fed back according to one of: physical uplink control channel (PUCCH)

format 1a/1 b, PUCCH format l b with channel selection; and PUCCH format .

[0134]

(Supplementary note 22)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, further comprising:

determining that the user equipment is able to support carrier aggregation of no more

than two (2) serving cells; and

feeding back the generated acknowledgement message identifiers on PUCCH format

la/ l b resource.



[0135]

(Supplementary note 23)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, further comprising:

determining, for a subframe, that no downlink transmission (physical downlink control

channel (PDCCH)/enhanced physical downlink control channel (EPDCCH)/physical downlink

shared channel (PDSCH)) occurs on the second access node for the DL subframe; and

feeding back the acknowledgement message identifiers for the subframe of data

according to 3rd generation partnership project (3GPP) long term evolution (LTE) PUCCH

format la/lb.

[0136]

(Supplementary note 24)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, further comprising:

receiving a transmit power control (TPC) field data in a downlink control information

(DCI) format of a PDCCH/EPDCCH on the secondary access node; and

feeding back the generated acknowledgement message identifiers on PUCCH resource

of format 3 indicated by TPC field.

[0137]

(Supplementary note 25)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 14, wherein a predefined value is

associated with acknowledgement message identifiers of uplink (UL) subframes.

[0138]

(Supplementary note 26)

The signalling method of Supplementary note 25, wherein a predefined value comprises

negative acknowledgement (NACK).

[0139]

This application is based upon and claims the benefit of priority from Australian

provisional patent application No. 2013904975, filed on December 19, 2043, the disclosure of

which is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

Reference Signs List

[0140]

100, 200 ADVANCED WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

101 FDD MACRO ACCESS NODE

102 FDD SMALL CELL ACCESS NODE



103 TDD SMALL CELL ACCESS NODE

104, 105, 106, 250 UE

210 FDD ADVANCED BASE STATION

211, 231, 251 PROCESSOR

212, 232, 252 MEMORY

213, 253 FDD RF MODULE

214. 234 ANTENNAARRAY

215. 235 TX MODULE

216. 236 RX MODULE

225 HARQ-ACK DE-MAPPING MODULE

230 TDD ADVANCED BASE STATION

232 TDD RF MODULE

254, 256 ANTENNA

255 TDD RF MODULE

257 RX MODULE

258 TX MODULE

265 HARQ-ACK MAPPING AND CONCATENATION MODULE



CLAIMS

[Claim 1]

A method implemented in a user equipment (UE) used in a wireless communications

network supporting frequency division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier

aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the method comprising:

communicating with a first base station on a primary cell with FDD;

communicating with a second base station on a secondary cell with TDD;

detecting a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell; and

transmitting hybrid automatic repeat request (FiARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for

FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/ lb,

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 2]

A method implemented in a first base station used in a wireless communications

network having the first base station and a second base station and supporting frequency division

duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the

method comprising:

communicating with a user equipment (UE) on a primary cell with FDD,

wherein the second base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein the UE detects a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement

(ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary ce i n the subframe.

[Claim 3]

A method implemented in a second base station used in a wireless communications

network having a first base station and the second base station and supporting frequency division

duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the

method comprising:

communicating with a user equipment (UE) on a secondary cell with TDD,



wherein the first base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a primary

cell with FDD,

wherein the UE detects a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement

(ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 4]

A method implemented in a wireless communications network supporting frequency

division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and

FDD, the method comprising:

communicating with a user equipment (UE) through a first base station on a primary

cell with FDD;

communicating with the user equipment (UE) through a second base station on a

secondary cell with TDD;

detecting a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell; and

transmitting, from the UE, hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement

(ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb,

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 5]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the primary cell comprises a

primary component carrier and the secondary cell comprises a secondary component carrier.

[Claim 6]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the acknowledgement message

identifier comprises one or more bits of HARQ-ACK.

[Claim 7]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the UE is configured with a first

transmission mode (TM) for the primary cell and the UE is configured with a second

transmission mode for the secondary cell.



[Claim 8]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the first TM includes the one or

more TBs.

[Claim 9]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the HARQ-ACK is transmitted to

the first base station.

[Claim 10]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein a physical downlink control channel

(PDCCH)/enhanced physical downlink control channel (EPDCCH) indicating downlink

semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) release is detected on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 11]

A user equipment (UE) used in a wireless communications network supporting

frequency division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of

TDD and FDD, the user equipment comprising:

a first radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a first base station on a

primary cell with FDD; and

a second radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a second base station on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein the UE detects a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement

(ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/ lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary 'cell in the subframe.

[Claim 12]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the primary cell comprises a primary

component carrier and the secondary cell comprises a secondary component carrier.

[Claim 13]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the acknowledgement message identifier



comprises one or more bits of HARQ-ACK.

[Claim 14]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the UE is configured with a first

transmission mode (TM) for the primary cell and the UE is configured with a second

transmission mode for the secondary cell.

[Claim 15]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the first TM includes the one or more TBs.

[Claim 16]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the HARQ-ACK is transmitted to the first

base station.

[Claim 17]

The user equipment as in any of Claim 11, wherein a physical downlink control channel

(PDCCH)/enhanced physical downlink control channel (EPDCCH) indicating downlink

semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) release is detected on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 18]

A base station used in a wireless communications network supporting frequency

division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and

FDD, the base station comprising:

a radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a user equipment (UE) on a

primary cell with FDD,

wherein another base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein the UE detects a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement

(ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 19]



A base station used in a wireless communications network supporting frequency

division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and

FDD, the base station comprising:

a radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a user equipment (UE) on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein another base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a primary

cell with FDD,

wherein the UE detects a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement

(ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 20]

A wireless communications network supporting frequency division duplex (FDD), time

division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the wireless

communications network comprising:

a user equipment (UE);

a first base station communicating with the user equipment (UE) on a primary cell with

FDD; and

a second base station communicating with the user equipment (UE) on a secondary cell

with TDD,

wherein the UE detects a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement

(ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.
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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 8 May 2015 (08.05.2015)

[Claim 1] (Amended)

A method implemented in a user equipment (UE) used in a wireless communications

network supporting frequency division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier

aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the method comprising:

communicating with a first base station on a primary cell with FDD;

communicating with a second base station on a secondary cell with TDD;

transmitting hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for

FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell; and

if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, transmitting hybrid automatic

repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to physical uplink

control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb,

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 2] (Amended)

A method implemented in a first base station used in a wireless communications

network having the first base station and a second base station and supporting frequency division

duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the

method comprising:

communicating with a user equipment (UE) on a primary cell with FDD,

wherein the second base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK)

as for FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell,

wherein if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, the UE transmits

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 3] (Amended)

A method implemented in a second base station used in a wireless communications
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network having a first base station and the second base station and supporting frequency division

duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the

method comprising:

communicating with a user equipment (UE) on a secondary cell with TDD,

wherein the first base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a primary

cell with FDD,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK)

as for FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell,

wherein if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, the UE transmits

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 4] (Amended)

A method implemented in a wireless communications network supporting frequency

division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and

FDD, the method comprising:

communicating with a user equipment (UE) through a first base station on a primary

cell with FDD;

communicating with the user equipment (UE) through a second base station on a

secondary cell with TDD;

transmitting hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for

FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell; and

if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, transmitting, from the UE,

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb,

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 5]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the primary cell comprises a

primary component carrier and the secondary cell comprises a secondary component carrier.
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[Claim 6]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the acknowledgement message

identifier comprises one or more bits of HARQ-ACK.

[Claim 7]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the UE is configured with a first

transmission mode (TM) for the primary cell and the UE is configured with a second

transmission mode for the secondary cell.

[Claim 8]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the first TM includes the one or

more TBs.

[Claim 9]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein the HARQ-ACK is transmitted to

the first base station.

[Claim 10]

The method as in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein a physical downlink control channel

(PDCCH)/enhanced physical downlink control channel (EPDCCH) indicating downlink

semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) release is detected on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 11] (Amended)

A user equipment (UE) used in a wireless communications network supporting

frequency division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of

TDD and FDD, the user equipment comprising:

a first radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a first base station on a

primary cell with FDD; and

a second radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a second base station on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK)

as for FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell,

wherein if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, the UE transmits

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to
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physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 12]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the primary cell comprises a primary

component carrier and the secondary cell comprises a secondary component carrier.

[Claim 13]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the acknowledgement message identifier

comprises one or more bits of HARQ-ACK.

[Claim 14]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the UE is configured with a first

transmission mode (TM) for the primary cell and the UE is configured with a second

transmission mode for the secondary cell.

[Claim 15]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the first TM includes the one or more TBs.

[Claim 16]

The user equipment as in Claim 11, wherein the HARQ-ACK is transmitted to the first

base station.

[Claim 17]

The user equipment as in any of Claim 11, wherein a physical downlink control channel

(PDCCH)/enhanced physical downlink control channel (EPDCCH) indicating downlink

semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) release is detected on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 18] (Amended)

A base station used in a wireless communications network supporting frequency

division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and

FDD, the base station comprising:

a radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a user equipment (UE) on a
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primary cell with FDD,

wherein another base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK)

as for FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell,

wherein if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, the UE transmits

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 19] (Amended)

A base station used in a wireless communications network supporting frequency

division duplex (FDD), time division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and

FDD, the base station comprising:

a radio frequency (RF) module to communicate with a user equipment (UE) on a

secondary cell with TDD,

wherein another base station communicates with the user equipment (UE) on a primary

cell with FDD,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK)

as for FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell,

wherein if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, the UE transmits

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.

[Claim 20] (Amended)

A wireless communications network supporting frequency division duplex (FDD), time

division duplex (TDD), and carrier aggregation (CA) of TDD and FDD, the wireless

communications network comprising:

a user equipment (UE);

a first base station communicating with the user equipment (UE) on a primary cell with

FDD; and
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a second base station communicating with the user equipment (UE) on a secondary cell

with TDD,

wherein the UE transmits hybrid automatic request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK)

as for FDD regardless of a transmission direction of the secondary cell,

wherein if a subframe is an uplink subframe for the secondary cell, the UE transmits

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)-acknowledgement (ACK) as for FDD according to

physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) format la/lb, and

wherein the HARQ-ACK comprises an acknowledgement message identifier

corresponding to one or more transport blocks (TBs) on the primary cell in the subframe.
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